Network organizational structure lays a solid organizational innovation platform and provides a high-speed network channel for flow and diffusion of innovation cluster resources. First, the article discusses the mechanism of network organization structure characteristics and industrial cluster innovation performance through three dimensions of network node attributes. Second, the article builds a theoretical model taking network organization structure characteristics and cluster innovation performance as variables. Finally, the paper carries on the path fitting simulation and calculates the degree of fitting, and verifies the reasonable degree of theoretical model. The article further more explains the possible causes of path which is not pass the practice test.
Introduction
It is worth thinking that why industrial cluster has strong vitality and become an important driving force of regional economic development. Academic world has given different explanations based on different research perspectives and all of these theoretical achievements have groundbreaking significance for us to discuss the source of industrial cluster innovation advantages. However, most of these documents study the external economic performance taking industrial cluster as a macroeconomic phenomenon while ignoring internal structure and interaction among nodes. With the development of industrial cluster network structure of this economic organization, structural analysis of internal network is particularly important for the research on innovation and competitiveness [1] . Changes of external environment makes cluster enterprises must transform innovation model from closed to open especially in the era of knowledge economy and flexible specialization. The location of innovation is turned from enterprise to cluster network [2] . Therefore, in the author's opinion, it is a beneficial attempt for us to research the relationships between industrial cluster International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) network and cluster innovation performance by study network structure features in the view of theory blank in the field of organization analysis framework.
Variable Selections and Model Building
Network is the combination of points and lines. So we think cluster network structure is essentially the sum of position and relationship among network nodes [ 3] . So we call the research on nodes' relative position as structural dimension and nodes' relation as relational dimension. Structural dimension, which shows the explicit status of cluster network connection, mainly study relative position and quantity of nodes.
Degree Centrality
Degree centrality is used to describe the direct influence and measure the transaction ability of nodes in network [4] . We can use the following formula to calculate the degree centrality of a node if there are N nodes in the network:
represents degree of x and ) (x d represents the number of connection with the node. Degree centrality mainly shows the information capacity of the node, and the higher degree centrality, the greater the information capacity [5] .
Closeness Centrality
Closeness centrality reflects the degree of difficulty of a node reaching to other nodes through the network. Node x 's closeness centrality can be defined
（2）
Closeness centrality can be used to measure the closeness degree between one node and other nodes [6] . It is considered high closeness centrality if the distance is very short from the node to other nodes of network. High closeness centrality means that resources and information which can be absorbed are more and fast, which affects the transfer efficiency of innovation resources.
Betweenness Centrality
Betweenness centrality is used to express the number of a node appearing on the shortest path, which is the symbol for influence on information flow.
represents the number of the shortest path of j and k. The node with high betweenness centrality is the dominant or core enterprise in cluster network.The node with high betweenness centrality has "structure hole" and "bridge" role. Betweenness centrality reflects the ability of node to control other related nodes [7] . As the information bridge, nodes in the structure hole position can decide whether to share and transmit useful information. Enterprise can get much more innovation resources if it can be the structure hole on more paths. 
Research Methods and Empirical Test

Data Analysis
There are two reasons for us to select Baoji equipment manufacturing industrial cluster. First, as the western industrial city, Baoji is a typical industrial city with relatively strong industrial foundation. Second, most enterprises of Baoji equipment manufacturing industrial cluster focused on the Economic and technological development zone and industrial park, which is convenient for sample data collection.
Reliability Analysis
Whether a survey is carried out more than a single person or a single person repeated, the result should be roughly the same. We think that it has credibility [8] . In this paper, Cronbach's Alpha coefficient is used to measure the internal consistency of measuring items. Cronbach's Alpha coefficients generally can be expressed as: WU Minglong thinks it is acceptable for reliability at least 0.7 in the exploratory research generally [9] . 
Validity Analysis
Validity Analysis refers to the degree of authenticity and accuracy of a study. This paper adopted confirmatory factor analysis to test validity. .000 It is generally believed that factor analysis will get better effect when KMO value above 0.7. KMO value of this case is 0.783(>0.7), so we think it's very suitable for factor analysis. Each facet is formed different corresponding factors and factor loadings are greater than 0.6. So structure validity passed by the test.
Path Simulation
According to 3 latent variables and 12 Observable Variables, we use Structural Equation Model (SEM) for data detection and path simulation. 946 If significance probability P value is less than 0.05, we think the path is significant. P value of Innovation Performance <---Degree Centrality is greater than 0.05, so the effect could be insignificant as supposed.
Conclusions
Model fitting results show that the other two paths get the support except Innovation Performance <---Degree Centrality. The possible reasons are: node with high degree centrality has "quantity" advantage of information, but the height of the "quality" and cannot be reflected. Too much redundant information can not upgrade cluster innovation performance on the contrary. Cluster innovation performance is a multidimensional concept which will be influenced by multiple factors. The compactness and centrality can effectively improve innovation performance and total variance explained rate can be as high as 87.736%. The article breaks through study inertia of academic world to study the relationship and mechanism between network structure and cluster innovation performance through calculating structure characteristic variables using network structure analysis method in order to provide theoretical basis and policy guidance for cluster obtaining competitive advantages and sustainable development.
